Judge’s Score Sheet
Date:

Division:__________Individual____________Team

Catalog Number:

Judge:
Basic Control
Heeling:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Recall:
1.
2.
3.

handler adapts pace
frequently heels beyond reach
dog leaves ring
unmanageable
physical handling
more than 1 stay command
no stay when told
a second command to come

Pass/Fail
Recall (Continued)
4.
does not go to handler
5.
remains out of reach
6.
dog leaves ring
7.
physical handling
1 minute down:
1.
more than 1 stay command
2.
moves substantially
3.
sits or stands before handler returns to heel
position

Harnessing and Hitching
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

physical guidance
refuses to accompany handler
does not stay while handler gets harness
uncooperative during harnessing
refuses to back required distance in 30 seconds
substantial change of direction while backing
uncooperative during hitching

Pass/Fail
8. handler does not properly harness or hitch
9. harness does not fir correctly
10. hitch is unsafe
11. apparatus balance is unsafe or gives dog trouble
12. equipment poorly designed or in need of repair
13. equipment is inappropriate for site
14. equipment breaks and can not be repaired in 10
minutes

Maneuvering Course & Basic Commands
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

handler impeded dog’s motion to enforce halt
handler touches dog or apparatus without
permission
dog refuses to accompany handler
dog does not obey commands given by handler
dog or apparatus bumps objects more than twice
dog bumps handler who works in front of dog

7.
8.
9.
10.

Dog significantly moves during out of sight stay
handler overloads apparatus
freight loaded improperly
physical guidance/touching

dog refuses to back required distance in 30 secs.
Dog fails removable object exercise
Dog upsets draft apparatus
Equipment breaks and can not be repaired in 10
minutes

2.
3.
4.
5.

handler touches dog or apparatus without
permission
handler must alter load while on course
handler impeded dog’s motion to enforce halt
refusal to move loaded apparatus(1 min.limit)
dog bumps or passes lead stewards

5.
6.
7.

dog refuses to move loaded apparatus
freight load becomes unbalanced
freight load is to heavy for the dog

handler physically touches or guides dog
dog changes direction and follows distraction
dog flees the distraction

6.
7.
8.
9.

dog can not safely move load full length of course
dog bumps handler who is working in front of dog
dog does not cooperate during unhitching
equipment breaks and can’t be repaired in 10
minutes

dog not under control
handler yells frequently to maintain control
handler abuses dog
dog upsets the draft apparatus
dog urinates while being tested
(exception – freight haul, one instance only)

Comments:

Pass/Fail
4.
5.
6.

dog barks more than a few times or refuses to stop
dog refuses to resume exercise after distraction
dog fails a naturally occurring distraction

Failures common to all Exercises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Comments:
Pass/Fail

Intriguing Distraction
1.
2.
3.

Comments:

Pass/Fail

Distance Freight Haul
1.

Comments:

Pass/Fail

Freight Load
1.
2.
3.
4.

Comments:

Comments:

Pass/Fail
6.
7.

dog defecates while being tested (exception –
freight haul, one instance only, handler must clean
up)
dog or handler violate specific site regulations

Comments:

